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Laudatum
Brian Davies has left an indelible mark on many branches of mathematical analysis and related areas
of mathematical physics, probability theory, and differential geometry during a distinguished academic
career. His impressive list of publications include papers which have had a profound effect on the subject
and books that have become classics. In the 1970s his interest centred on functional analysis and quantum
theory and the monograph ‘Quantum Theory of Open Systems’ which appeared at that time is still widely
quoted. In the 1980s and early 1990s his interest turned to heat-kernels and spectral theory and his work
in these areas ﬁrmly cemented his international reputation. In joint work with Barry Simon he developed
a new approach to establishing heat-kernel bounds which provided much sharper quantitative bounds
than earlier methods and also boundary decay estimates. He later discovered that the method could be
extended to prove off-diagonal Gaussian decay in the Euclidean and Riemannian contexts. This was
a completely new insight, and provided optimal control in a number of situations. The work has been
taken up by a large number of researchers internationally. His many papers and the monograph ‘Heat
Kernels and Spectral Theory’ which resulted from this phase of his research are generally acknowledged
to be major contributions to the subject. Election to the Royal Society was a wholly deserved and widely
acclaimed outcome. In 1998 he was awarded the LMS Senior Berwick Prize for his paper ‘Lp spectral
theory of higher-order elliptic differential operators’ which appeared in Bull. London Math. Soc. 29
(1997) 513–546.
Brian has recently been writing on the history and philosophy of science, and in 2004, he published a
‘popular’ book, ‘Science in the Looking Glass’, on this subject.
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